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ABSTRACT

Growth ofcod (Gadus morhua) was estimated from length increment data compiled from
tagging programs coriducted on the Scotian Shelf and adjacent areas during two hydrographically
distinct periods: (l) 1956 to 1966 and (2) 1978 to 1985. The earlier arid later penods were
governed by cooler and warmer temperattires respectively. A model developed by Francis (1988)
was used to estirriate groWth parameters ga and gp , which represented mean annual growth rate
at chosen reference lengths a (50 cm) and ß (70cm) resPectively. Individual growth variability
was modelIed as a function of the expected change in length, which in turn was a funetion of
time .1t libei-ty and initial size. The model fit, determined using a maximum likelihood technique,
","'as eorisidered adequate. Residuals were norrnally distributed, arid did not show any pattern ~ith
either ofthe independent variables (time-at-liberty,lengili-at-release). During both earlier and
later periods, mean annual growth at reference length 50em was greater in the Bay of Fundy than
on the Scotian Shelf, where in tUrn mean annual growth was greater th~m in Sidney Bight anct the
GulfofSt. Lawrenee. Regional gro\\1h differences refleeted the regional hydrographie regime.
Fifty cm fish tagged in both the GulfofSt. Lawrence and the Central Scotian Shelfdid not grow .
more slowly in the eolder (earlier) period thari in the warriier (later) period, whereas fish tagged
in Sidriey Bight and Bay ofFundy did. Differenees in groWth rate among regions between
periods may have been masked by differences in population abundanee betweenthe two periods
andlor spatial heterogeneity in the temperature field. Based on the geographie distribution of
reeaptures, fish from the Seotian Shelf migrated shorter distances than did fish from the Gulf of
St. Lav.Tence, Sidney Bight arid Bay ofFundy.
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Introduction

Growth i_s a fundamental process in the dynamics of fish populations. Environrnental
variability experienced by genetically different individuals leads to variation in growth.
Temperature has a major influence on the rate offish growth (Taylor 1958, Brander, 1994, 1995,
Campana et al. 1995); spatial and temporal variability in temperature results in spatial and
temporal variability in growth rate.

In this paper, we describe mean annual growth ofNorthwest Atlantic eod (Gadus
morhua) using data from tagging (mark-recapture) programs. Length increment data oftagged
individuals were used to compare growth rates among four regions between two tagging periods.
Tbe four regions are the Southem Gulfof St. Lawrence, Sidney Bight, Central·Seotian Shelf and
the Bay of Fundy (Fig. 1). The two tagging periods are represented by tagging programs
eonducted between (1) 1956 and 1966, and (2) 1978 and 1985. We describe the data from
tagging programs, and the model used to estimate individual variability and mean annual grO\vth
of eaeh population. We show that gro\\th varied among regions and between tagging periods. •
The regional trend reflected the underlying hydrographie regime, while the temporal trend was
equivocal.

Material and Methods

Data

Tagging data was compiled from a multi-speeies tagging data base (Marine Fish Division~

Department ofFisheries and Oeeans, Bedford Institute ofOceanography, Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada B2Y 4A2; Table 1). Release groups were selected on the assumption that the fish tagged
spawned annually or were resident for most ofthe year in the area oftagging, and for which the
range of release lengths were similar. Individuals for which len~h-at-release,time at liberty and
length-at-recapture were available were used in this analysis. Length-at-release ranged from 28 to
123 cm. The median time-at-liberty ranged from 196 to 561 days. The median distance travelled
ranged from 16 to 82 nautical miles (nrn). Further details of tagging programs are documented
in StoOO and Fowler (in prep).

Growth Afodel and Analysis

The von Bertalanffy function is commonly used to analyse fisheries growth data; the form used
to analyse tagging data is

A L.(L -L Xl-e -ui)
• I

where
ßL = (length-at-recapture)- (length-at-release)
L,=asymptotic length
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LI:: length-at-release
AT= time-at-liberty
k~rate at which L.. is approached.

Tbe model describes observed growth iricrements as a function of time-at-liberty and initial
length; parameters k and L.. are estimated from the data. Tbe von Bertalanffy parameters k and L..
are mean esÜmates of groWth rate arid asymptotic leri~h respectively. This assurnes that the d3ta
are represeritative ofthe entire growth function in which growth reaches an asynlptote. However,
asymptotic length is often not weIl represented in tagging daia because there are fewer, older,
larger fish or, growth itselfmay not reach ari asymptote (Knight, i968; Raff, 1980). When using
tagging data to estimate gfo\li1h, L.. may not be estimated propei-ly because the model would
predict negative growth for fish whose initiallength was greater than the asymptotic length
(Sainsbury, 1980; Francis, 1988). In effect, k arid L.. , as used in length-at-age analyses, are age
based parameters, and may be inappropriate descriptors ofgrowth estimated from length
increment data.

We used the methodology developed by Francis (1988) to examirie annual mean growth
and growth variability from length increment da.ta I. Francis (1988) re-expressed the von
Bertalariffy parameters, k and L" ,as two new parameters, ge and gp , which represent mean ,
annual gro\\1h at chosen reference lengtbs cx and ß respectively. Lengths cx (50 cm) and ß (70
cm) were chosen from the data to estimate mean arinual growth (gex) and (gp) respectively.
Fnincis also modified the von Beitalanffy equation ta aIlow for seasonal variation iri growth
rates. The von Bertalanffy equation becomes (Equation 2 from Francis 1988):

I1L • {pg. - a.g~ _ L,)(1-[I+ K. - g~ ](6T.(" .•1»)
g. - g (a.-P)

where ~

AL =expected length increment for a fish oflength LI at liberty for AT
ß =leri~h (70 cm)
cx =length (50 cm)
g~ =ineari annual growth at length ß
gex = riiean annual growth at length cx
LI =length-at-release
Ii.T =tirne-at-liberty ,
~i = u(sin(2r.[T j-w])/(2n), for i=I,2;TI=release date, T2=recapture date; wis the time ofyear of
maximal groWth rate, u is the range, rnaximum and minimum growth occurs in ratio of I + u: i
u.

This model was fit to the data using cl Maxirnum i.ikelihood (ML) iechnique. Tbe ML
method determines the values afunknown parameters that maximize the probability ofobtaining

I We used a modified version ofthe FORTRAN program "Grotag;', ori~dnally Wrltten and
provided to us by R.I.C.C. Fraricis, Fisheries Research Centre, Ministry ofAgricultUre and
Fisheries, P.O. Box 297, Wellington, New Zealand <p, a parameter describing the probability of
m.itliers in the ';Grotag" progrnm, was set to 0, arid is not included in tbe ML equation).
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the observed data. The ML technique is more general thail a least squares method in that it allows
for a non-constant variance in the data. The function used in the fitting routine was the
10g-JikeJihood function:

where

exp [-ll2(AL, - JI, - m't I (o~ + s~]Ä,.----......;--.;...------
[21t{0: + S ~rn

(3)

(4)

where i=I .....n individuals
AL,=observed length increment ofith individual
J.!i= expected length increment
Oj2=growth variability modelIed as function ofmean expected growth (which is a function ofL l
and A T) where O=VJ.!
S2 = SD ofmeasurement eITor of length increment
m = mean measurement eITor of length increment

The goal is to find the parameters (gex,gp,v,m,s,u,w) that minimize A.

A relevant question in multi-parameter models is to what extent does adding parameters
improve the model fit? Quite often, the likelihood ratio test is used to evaluate whether
parameters add significant information to a model (e.g., Hampton, 1991; Francis, 1988); an
additional parameter is judged appropriate for inclusion in the model ifthe maximum likelihood
is twice more than without its inclusion. Although we reJied on the minimization of A to judge
the model, the likelihood ratio test was not used strictly because we feIt that the (observed)
sensitivity of Ä to small changes in parameter values made this test numerically suspecl. Besides
the value of Ä, we examined the model fit by the distribution ofresiduals for normaJity, and
whether there was any relationship between the residuals and either ofthe independent variables.

•

Mean annual growth was estimated for four regions in two periods (Table 1). The range •
of sampie sizes and differences in data setS between the two periods (see below) in the present
analysis precluded us from making any formal statistical comparisons. We considered it more
appropriate to make qualitative comparisons among growth parameters while the other
parameters were estimated commonly. In addition, there was prior evidence for regional
differences in growth based on analysis ofage-Iength data (Beacham 1982; Brander 1995),
whereas differences in seasonal and measurement eITor would be questionable; such signals are
more difficult to detect in tagging data than are differences in growth parameters (RJ.C.C
Francis, pers.comm.). Thus, growth parameters gex and gp were estimated separately for each
region/period combination, while growth variability, measurement eITor and bias and seasonal
parameters, (v,s,m,u,w) were estimatedjointly for all regions. This allowed us to make
qualitative comparisons of growth parameters while others were common to the entire group.
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Tbe data sets ofeach perlod differed in one respect, the negative gi-oWth increments bad
been ediied out arid were effectively irretnevable. This would most gieatly affeet the estimates of
measurement error (v) arid measurement bias (m). Thus~ the results of common estimates are
biased by the later period. 'Ne also estimated seasonal parameters in eomrrion, thus we cannot be
entirely eonfident ofthe seasonal parameter estimates since we know that the hydrographie
regimes differed betWeen the two periods.

•

, Tbe eeitainty ofparameter estimates was detennined using data simulations. For each
sampIe the model generated a set offitted parameters from which, for each observed ä T arid LI'
a model aL arid 0 eould be computed. Simulated data were generated by a Monte-Carlo method
in which the predicted aL, 0 for each aT, LI are input irito a random number generator which
selects avaltie from anormal distribution with mean aL arid SD a. Tbe model is theri refit to
these simuhitecl data, producing new parameter estimates. One thoUsarid simulations were done,
allowing feir estimation of a SD around a mean parameter value.

, To surrimarize, a maximum likelihood method was used to determine values ofthe
tii1krieiwn parameters (g(l,gp,v,s,m,u,w) for which the probability ofobtaining the observed data
was maximum. Parameters g(l and gp were esiimated separately for each region/period
combination, while v,s,m,u,w were estimated cOmrrionly for all data sets. The certairity ofthe
resulting parameter estimates was obtained using a simulation technique.

Results and Discussion

A[odel Fit

The final model fit was selected as above. Resicluals were normally distnbuted reflecting
a good model fit (Fig.2). The residuals did not show atrend with either ofthe independent
variables: time-at-liberty (Fig. 3) and lengih-at-release (Fig.4). The results ofthe simulations
show that the data are adequate for estimatirig all ofthe parameters ofthe model (Tables 2 and
3).

,e Parameters esiimated in common for all nine regions '

(i) GroWth variability

The measurement error s was estimated as 3 cm, the mean measurement error mwas
estimated as 0.76 cm ,whereas v was estimated as 0.51 (Table 2). Tbe staridaid deviation (SD) of
the mean expected äL (~) was rriodelled as ±(a+s+m), where ö=v~. Sources ofmeasurement
error will vary among release groups, and among species. Apossible ,source of error in the
present analysis rriay be the different sotirces ofmeasUrlng upon recapture (fishery observers,
plant workers, fishers, fishery officials), as weIl as the change in rej)orting rate between the two
periods.
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(ii) Seasonality

Seasonal parameter estimates w =0.41 and u =0.56 indicate that maximal growth occurs
in May and is 3.5 times faster than minimal growth that oeeurs in November. The timing of
maximal growth may refleet growth after spawning. Rijnsdorp (1990) found that the growing
period ofplaice (Pleuronectes platessa) begins after spawning. Fish may preferentially allocate
energy to reproduction as spawning time approaehes, and to somatic growth at other times, whieh
would result in seasonal variation in growth' Spawning times among regions analysed herein
range from January to Oetober (Brander and Hurley, 1992; Brander, 1994; Serehuk et al., 1994 );
however there is much variation within regions among years.

Regional and inter-annual differences in seasonal growth would contribute to error in
estimating seasonal parameters. As well, common estimates ofseasonal parameters were
influenced by those release groups with larger sampie sizes. Sinee the seasonal parameter
estimates represent a eomposite (regional and temporal) seasonal pattern, they are best used in
the growth model (eq'n 2-4) for estimation ofregional growth patterns, and not for deseribing a
regional/seasonal growth patterns.

Growth Parameters estimated separatelyJor each region

During both earlier and later periods, mean annual growth at reference length 50cm was
greater in the Bay ofFundy than on the Scotian Shelf, where in turn mean annual growth was
greater than in Sidney Bight and the Gulfof St. Lawrence. The regionalltemporal patterns of
mean annual growth were not as evident for fish of 70 em (Fig. 5).

Regional growth differences reflected the regional hydrographie regime. Fish tagged in
hoth the Gulf of St. Lawrenee and the Central Seotian Shelfdid not grow more slowly in the
colder (earlier) period than in the warmer (later) period, wllereas fish tagged in Sidney Bight and
Bay ofFundy did. Differences in growth rate among regions between periods inay have been
masked by differenees in population ahundanee between the two periods.

The simulation results show that the data were adequate to estimate the model parameters.
Thus, ifthe model was a true representation ofgrowth, theri the pa.rarneter estimates reflect
aceurately growth of each region (Fig. 6).
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Table 1. Summary information ofdata from tagging programs conducted by Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, Canada, on the Scotian Shelf and adjacent areas: (A) Region, region code,
Northwest Atlantic Fishery Organization (NAFO) fishery division-year/month ofrelease;
N=number ofrecaptures used in analysis. (B) Region (by code), mean and range oflength-at
release.median time-at-liberty, median distance travelled.
(A)

Region Code NAFO Div.- Year
1M0nth of Release N

Earlier Period:
Southeastem Gulf GSLI Tf -56/5; 57/7,8; 58/5; Tg -56/5; Tk -56/6 258
Sidney Bight SBI VNa -60/2;62/4 113
Middle Bank CSSI Whj -59/3,9; 60/3 115
Bay ofFundy BFI Xs-66/5 44

• Later Period:
Southeastem Gulf GSL2 Tg -79/9; 80/5,11,12; 81/4 802
Sidney Bight SB2 VNa -80/9,10 468
Middle Bank . eSS2 We -78/10,11 757
Bay ofFundy BF2 Xs-85/7,11 58

(B)
Region Length-at-release (cm) Time-at-Liberty (d) Distance travelled (nm)

Mean Range Median Median
Earlier Period:

GSLI 70 38-101 380 48
SBI 57 47-80 334 60
eSSl 60 43-82 275 16
BFI 55 34-98 411 16

e Later Period:

GSL2 47 28-123 561 82
SB2 54 31-110 493 24
eSS2 50 36-68 211 13
BF2 56 38-78 196 29
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Table 2. Model estimates and mean and SD of 1000 simulations of v,s,m,u, and w for 8
region/periods combined (n=2616).

Common Estimates Model Simulations
Mean (SO)

Growth variability (v) 0.51 0.50 (0.05)
S.O. ofMeasurement Error (s) 3.01 3.93 (0.29)
Measurement Bias (m) 0.76 0.38 (0.17)
Seasonal:
-Period ofmaximum growth (w) 0.41 0.38 (0.09)
-Extent of growth u(l +u: l-u) 0.56 0.36 (0.17)

10
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Table 3. Separate estimates of g(land gp (mean annual growth rate at 50 cm and at 70 cm
respectively) and mean and SD of 1000 simulations for each region/period combination.

Study gg gß
Model Simulations Model Simulations

Earlier Period:
GSLI 5.63 5.64 (0.04) 4.52 4.55(0.08)
SBI 2.99 2.99 (0.13) 2.77 2.80(0.12)
CSSI 9.6 9.59 (0.04) 8.19 8.19(0.06)
BFI 11.07 11.08 (0.13) 8.17 8.14(0.15)

Later Period:
GSL2 3.17 3.18 (0.04) 2.37 2.38(0.05)
SB2 4.56 4.56 (0.03) 3.79 3.77(0.06)

• CSS2 6.58 6.59 (0.02) 3.26 3.26(0.01)
BF2 15.34 15.33 (0.13) 7.59 7.58(0.17)

•
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Fig. 1. Location of Tagging Programs conducted between 1956 and 1966 (Region Code 1: GSL1.
SB 1. CSS1. BF1) and between 1978 to 1985 (Region code 2: GSL2. SB2. CSS2. BF2). Region
codes are as folIows: GSL- Gulfof S1. Lawrence; SB- Sidney Bight; CCS- Central Scotian Shelf;
BF- Western Bay ofFundy. Contours: solid=lOOm. dotted=200m. dashed=300m.

Fig. 2. Distribution ofresiduals from fit ofvon Bertalanffy model (Equations 1-3) (n=26 I6).

Fig. 3. Distribution ofresiduals from fit ofvon Bertalanffy model against length-at-re1ease

(n=26 I6).

Fig. 4. Distribution ofresiduals from fit ofvon Bertalanffy model against time-at-liberty

(n=2616).

Fig. 5. Mean annual growth of each region /period combination at reference length 50 cm (A-left
hand plot) and 70 cm (B-right-hand plot).GSL- Gu1f of S1. Lawrence; SB- Sidney Bight; CCS-
Centra1 Scotian Shelf; BF- Western Bay ofFundy. Suffixs 1 and 2 refer to Earlier and Later •

Period respectively.

Fig. 6. Box and whisker plots of simulation results of parameters gaand gp for each region. GSL
GulfofS1. Lawrence; SB- Sidney Bight; CCS- Central Scotian Shelf; BF- Western Bay of
Fundy. Suffixs land 2 refer to Earlier and Later Period respectively.
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